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Key Points:

• Ice shelves have bumps in their topography that correspond to crevasses, melt
channels and other features

• We quantify the size of these bumps, called roughness, and find that the magnitude
is spatially variable both between and within ice shelves

• Roughness of different ice shelves strongly correlates with the magnitude of basal
melt
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Abstract

Ice shelf collapse could trigger widespread retreat of marine-based portions of the
Antarctic ice sheet. However, little is known about the processes that control the stability
of ice shelves. Recent observations have revealed that ice shelves have topographic features
that span a spectrum of wavelengths, including basal channels and crevasses. Here we use
ground-penetrating radar data to quantify patterns of roughness within and between ice
shelves. We find that roughness follows a power law with the scaling exponent approx-
imately constant between ice shelves. However, the level of roughness varies by nearly
an order of magnitude between ice shelves. Critically, we find that roughness strongly
correlates with basal melt, suggesting that increased melt not only leads to larger melt
channels, but also to increased fracturing, rifting and decreased ice shelf stability. This
hints that the mechanical stability of ice shelves may be more tightly controlled by ocean
forcing than previously thought.

Plain-Language Summary

The future stability of the Antarctic ice sheet is linked to the stability of floating
portions of the ice sheet called ice shelves. There has been recent speculation that the
collapse of ice shelves could trigger an acceleration of the discharge of grounded ice, re-
sulting in an accelerated sea level rise. Observations show that the topography of ice
shelves is related to features, such as melt channels and crevasses, that are a direct result
of melting and fracturing. Here we use ground-penetrating data collected from various air-
borne survey campaigns to calculate roughness of seven ice shelves across Antarctica. We
find that roughness varies considerably between ice shelves and that increased roughness
strongly correlates with increased basal melt. This connection hints at a complex interplay
between increased melt rates and roughening of ice shelves, and suggests that basal melt
may trigger widespread fracturing, influencing the mechanical stability of ice shelves.

1 Introduction

Ice shelves—slabs of floating ice fed by flow from the grounded ice upstream—play
a critical role in limiting the discharge of grounded ice from the Antarctic ice sheet into
the ocean (Dupont & Alley, 2005; Pritchard et al., 2012; Gudmundsson, 2013; Shepherd
et al., 2018). Because ice shelves are in contact with both the ocean and atmosphere,
they are sensitive to atmospheric and oceanic warming. For example, the explosive melt-
water related disintegration of the Larsen A and B ice shelves in 1995 and 2002, provide
vivid illustrations of the speed with which ice shelves can disintegrate (Rott et al., 1996;
T. Scambos et al., 2003; Robel & Banwell, 2019). Both of these events increased the
amount of ice discharge into the ocean (T. A. Scambos, 2004; Rignot, 2004; Rignot et al.,
2019), linking the demise of ice shelves directly with increased mass flux, and increased
rise in global sea levels.

Although rising atmospheric temperatures are responsible for the meltwater driven
collapse of sections of the Larsen ice shelf, the temperatures in many other parts of
Antarctica, like the Amundsen Sea Embayment, remain cold and there is little sustained
surface melting (Dixon, 2007; Trusel et al., 2013; Werner et al., 2018). Instead, thinning,
grounding-line retreat, and the instability of these glaciers is connected with basal melt
associated with the intrusion of warm ocean waters (Jenkins et al., 2018; Nakayama et al.,
2019). Recent observations and simulations show that, in addition to eroding contact with
the margins and pinning points, basal melt can sculpt complex and heterogeneous basal
channels (Stanton et al., 2013; Dutrieux et al., 2013, 2014; Drews, 2015; Gourmelen et al.,
2017). Similarly, deep basal crevasses that eventually penetrate the entire ice thickness and
become rifts have also been observed across many ice shelves (McGrath et al., 2012; Jeong
et al., 2016).

Rifts, crevasses and melt channels contribute to the overall topography and rough-
ness, defined here as topographic variations in the ice thickness varying from crevasses to
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Data Name Data Source Reference
MCoRDS L2 Ice Thickness Operation IceBridge (Paden et al., 2010)
Pine Island Ice Shelf 2011 Geophysics Data Portal (Vaughan et al., 2012)
Total Ice Thickness ROSSETTA-Ice (Bell et al., 2020)
Average Basal Melt Multiple Sources (Liu et al., 2015)

Table 1. List of data products used in this study.Additional information is shown in Table S1

large melt channels and rifts, of ice shelves. However, the connection—if any—between
the processes responsible for these features remains poorly understood. One possibility
is that increased basal melt results in decreased ice thickness, reducing the restraining
lateral shear stresses and, potentially, allowing the ice shelf to become un-moored from
pinning points (Still et al., 2018). This reduction in restraining forces could thus result
in increased fracturing, and decreased mechanical stability (Favier et al., 2016). Thus,
one hypothesis is that increased ocean forcing results in thinning, reducing buttressing
and increasing crevassing and rifting. Similarly, formation of melt channels can alter the
stress distribution within the ice, promoting basal and surface fractures and/or excavating
existing basal crevasses (Vaughan et al., 2012; Bassis & Ma, 2015; Alley et al., 2016). This
suggests the complementary hypothesis that ocean forcing may also directly increase frac-
ture and failure of ice shelves through the formation of melt channels and/or excavation
of basal crevasses, which have advected and deformed for decades, centuries (or longer)
and which potentially take on a wide variety of shapes and sizes. Here, we use existing
ground-penetrating radar measurements to characterize roughness of ice shelves and the
relationship between roughness and basal melt for a suite of Antarctic ice shelves.

2 Methods

2.1 Data and Study Regions

We used ground-penetrating radar data from a variety of sources (Table 1) to de-
termine the thickness of ice shelves. Most available data that cover the Pine Island, Ross,
Thwaites, Dotson, Getz, Larsen C, and Filchner ice shelves were used. These ice shelves
were chosen because multiple tracks covered the region, and because these regions provide
contrasting environmental and glaciological conditions. For instance, the Pine Island and
Thwaites ice shelves are subject to significant basal melting (Dutrieux et al., 2014; Webber
et al., 2017; Shean et al., 2019), whereas the Ross and Filchner ice shelves are subject to
colder ocean conditions and much lower melt rates (Dixon, 2007; Liu et al., 2015).

We performed a more detailed study of Pine Island and Ross because of the abun-
dant data coverage for these two ice shelves, and because of the contrasting climatological
forcing. For instance, Pine Island is subject to large basal melt rates along the ground-
ing line that can exceed hundreds of meters per year (Dutrieux et al., 2013; Shean et al.,
2019), resulting in an elevated average basal melt across the entire ice shelf (Liu et al.,
2015). The increased melt rate has triggered grounding line retreat (Favier et al., 2014)
and, potentially, increased iceberg calving (Liu et al., 2015; Arndt et al., 2018; Joughin et
al., 2021). By contrast, the Ross ice shelf experiences much lower basal melt rates (Bell et
al., 2020), with stable grounding line positions.

2.2 Quantifying roughness

We followed (Whitehouse, 2004), and defined roughness (in meters) as the square
root of the integral of the power spectral density S(k):
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R=

√∫ k2

k1

S(k)dk, (1)

where k (1/m) represents the wavenumber, and k1 (1/m), k2 (1/m) represent the range of
integration in wavenumber space. The range is related to the resolution of the data and
length of tracks analyzed.

To calculate spatial variations in roughness across individual ice shelves, we first
computed power spectra at windowed distances of size w, set to 3000 m, and overlap
percentage m, set to 99 %. Roughness was then obtained through numerical integration
of equation 1 along each of the windows. Traditionally, the Fourier transform is used to
estimate the power spectral density. However, we instead used a continuous wavelet trans-
form, which produces improved along-track resolution by providing optimal basis functions
that avoid spectral leakage when windowing the data (Sifuzzaman, 2009). This allowed us
to resolve spatial variations in roughness at higher resolution.

We also computed the average roughness for each ice shelf by first computing the
average power spectral density (obtained by averaging the spectra of all tracks), and then
numerically integrating to find the average roughness. This approach has the advantage
that it also provided an average spectrum for each ice shelf. We chose integration bounds
between 0.0001 (1/m) for k1 and 0.01111 (1/m) for k2. This corresponds to looking at
wavelengths between ∼ 90 m and ∼ 10 km, and was done so that we could consistently
compare roughness between ice shelves of different dimensions. Our results are not sensi-
tive to any windowing or scaling parameters when the parameters are varied over an order
of magnitude. However, taking a track length much larger than 10 km, excluded a large
number of tracks from the analysis. Moreover, we experimented with computing roughness
and average roughness using a range of definitions, including just taking the mean of the
windowed roughness measurements. Different definitions can influence the magnitude of
roughness, but the trends and relative values are insensitive to any change in the definition
of roughness used.

2.3 Spectral characteristics of roughness

If the power spectral density has peaks associated with features that have specific
wavelengths, we can identify the dominant wavelength (or wavenumber) from the power
spectra. Alternatively, the topography of many surfaces on Earth, Mars and Venus follow
a power law over a range of wavelengths (Lovejoy, 1982; Mandelbrot & Wheeler, 1983).
If the topography follows a power-law distribution, the power spectral density, takes the
form:

PSD(k)=S(k)=Ck−α, (2)

where C is a roughness scaling parameter, α is the power law (or fractal) exponent ,
and k (1/m) is the wavenumber. The exponent α is commonly represented as the fractal
dimension FD (Joe et al., 2017), with the relationship between α and FD expressed by
FD= −α+8

2
.

We followed (Clauset et al., 2009) to estimate if the power spectral density could be
described as a power law. If it could, we then estimated the scaling exponent α, including
a minimum cutoff frequency into the fit of the exponent (Clauset et al., 2009) to account
for limits in the resolution of our data. After estimating the exponent, we determined C
by preforming a least-squares regression to the power law.

3 Results

3.1 Roughness of the Pine Island and Ross ice shelves

We first examined roughness of the Pine Island and Ross ice shelves. Roughness of
Pine Island (Figure 1a) varies from close to ∼ 0 m in the central portions and near the
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calving front to around ∼ 60 m near the grounding line and pinning points. We see larger
roughness in isolated regions of the ice shelf, corresponding to topographic features like
pinning points (box A), melt channels (box B), crevasses in shear margins (box C), and
rifts (box D). These structural features have all been previously documented in the ice
shelf (Haran et al., 2014; Vaughan et al., 2012; Lhermitte et al., 2020), however it is also
possible the rift in box D may have initiated in the shear margin before becoming a rift,
indicating that classifying features is ambiguous. Similarly, the pinning point in box B
may contain melt channels and crevasses Moreover, Pine Island may have retreated off
the pinning point (box A) between 2009 and 2011 (Favier et al., 2014), and the elevated
roughness may be a legacy of previous episodic grounding on and/or processes associated
with un-mooring from the pinning point. (Note the pinning point we document is further
upstream than the pinning point noted by (Jenkins et al., 2010)).

By contrast, roughness of the Ross ice shelf (Figure 1b) is much lower overall com-
pared to Pine Island, with values rarely exceeding 10 m and it is less than 3 m on the
majority of the ice shelf. Despite the smaller overall roughness of the Ross ice shelf, we
still see elevated roughness relative to the mean for both ice shelves around pinning points
, melt channels, shear margins and rifts (Figure 2). This is especially true for pinning
points and shear margins (Figure S1). All of these structures create a topographic signa-
ture in roughness, but the magnitude varies substantially between ice shelves.
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Figure 1. Spatial patterns of roughness for a) the Pine Island ice shelf and b)the Ross ice

shelf. Roughness is color-coded and plotted over the MODIS Mosaic Image of Antarctica (Haran

et al., 2014). Shown in red is the grounding line for each ice shelf obtained from NASA’s MEa-

SUREs data-set (Rignot et al., 2013). Also boxes A-H are subsets of each ice shelf, which are

shown in greater detail in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Percent deviation from the mean roughness for Pine Island (left) and Ross ice shelf

(right). Panels a and e show pinning points. Panels b and f show melt channels. Panels c and g

show shear margins. Panels d and h show rifts.

Figure 3. The power spectral density of all tracks going over the Pine Island and Ross ice

shelves. Pine Island is plotted in light red and Ross is plotted in light grey. Also shown is a least

squares fit of the power law equation to each spectrum. The solid red line represents the fit for

Pine Island while the solid black line represents the fit for Ross. Integration bounds used for

calculating the average roughness for each ice shelf are plotted by the black dotted lines.

3.2 Average and spectral characteristics of roughness

We see clear differences in the magnitude of roughness between the Pine Island
and Ross ice shelves. Because pinning points, melt channels, crevasses, and rifts elevate
roughness, we anticipated that the topography associated with these features would have
characteristic spectral signatures. To investigate the spectral characteristics of roughness,
we averaged the power spectral density for all the flight tracks over the Pine Island and
Ross ice shelves (Figure 3). Contrary to our expectations, we do not see characteristic
peaks in the power spectra corresponding to discrete wavelengths. Instead, the spectra for
both Pine Island and Ross approximately followed power laws. Moreover, the power law
exponent is statistically equivalent for both ice shelves, with the primary difference that
the spectrum for Pine Island is shifted higher at all wavelengths compared to the Ross ice
shelf.

We also characterized the average roughness for Pine Island and Ross by integrating
over the average spectrum of each ice shelf between two wavenumber bounds (dashed lines
in Figure 3). We found that the average roughness of Pine Island (55 m) was almost five
times that of Ross (12 m). This result is consistent with our previous result in Figures 1
and 2, where we showed that roughness was consistently larger on Pine Island then the
Ross ice shelf.

The power law behavior might be a consequence of the fact that tracks intersect
with features at different angles, blurring out any characteristic peaks in the spectra. For
Pine Island, where tracks are roughly oriented along-flow and transverse-to-flow, we also
calculated the average transverse-to-flow roughness and the average longitudinal-to-flow
roughness. The transverse-to-flow roughness was about twice as large as the longitudinal
to flow roughness (66 m vs 30 m, Figure S2). In both cases however, the spectra of each
approximately followed a power law with a statistically identical scaling exponent. This
indicates that although Pine Island is experiencing increased basal and excavation of melt
channels, which are seen mostly in the transverse to flow tracks, the increased roughness
is not solely due to the increased prevalence of melt channels. Instead, transverse-to-flow
features, like crevasses, are also introducing a larger component of roughness.
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Figure 4. A mapping of roughness across several Antarctic ice shelves. Ice shelves are color

coded to match up with the roughness axis

Figure 5. Least squares regression of basal melt and the average roughness of seven Antarctic

ice shelves. Plotted in red is the best fit line with 95% confidence bounds

3.3 Roughness is highly variable between ice shelves, but the

power law exponent is constant

To determine if these results hold for a larger suite of ice shelves, we next extended
our roughness analysis to five other Antarctic ice shelves: Thwaites, Dotson, Getz, Larsen
C, and Filchner. Plots of the spectra and power law fits for the additional ice shelves
can be found in Figure S3. We again found that the power law exponent was statisti-
cally identical for all of the ice shelves considered. However, the average roughness varied
significantly (Figure 4). Measurements of the average roughness ranged over an order
of magnitude, with a high of around 90 m for Thwaites and a low of around 12 m for
Ross. However, we do see a pattern with larger roughness associated with ice shelves in
the Amundsen Sea Embayment. We note that the Getz ice shelf may have slightly low
roughness. However, given the small number of tracks, the low roughness of the Getz ice
shelf is not statistically significant. Nonetheless, this low roughness may be due to its slow
flow (Selley et al., 2021) and complex bathymetry constrained by multiple pinning points
(Cochran et al., 2020).

3.4 The average roughness of ice shelves is correlated with basal

melt rates

Ice shelves in the Amundsen Sea Embayment have a larger roughness compared to
other ice shelves (Figure 4). They also experience much larger basal melt rates due to the
intrusion of warm water within the Amundsen Sea (Jenkins et al., 2018; Nakayama et al.,
2019). To test for a connection with basal melt, we examined the relationship between
the average basal melt rate, obtained from (Liu et al., 2015), and the average roughness
of each ice shelf (Figure 5). We see a strong linear trend between increased basal melt
and increased roughness. We also tested the effect of ice thickness on this trend and found
that, even when the roughness is normalized with respect to the ice thickness, the strong
linear trend remains. Crucially, this shows that basal melt correlates with—and perhaps
triggers—increased roughness of the ice shelves. Intriguingly, based on its apparent power
law nature, roughness also appears to increase across a broad spectrum of wavelengths,
which may indicate a complex interplay between increased basal melt and ice dynamics.

4 Discussion

Our results show a clear relationship between pinning points and roughness (Fig-
ure 2 and Figure S1). Confining stresses associated with pinning points play a role nu-
cleating crevasses and rifts and are involved in seeding the topographic expressions that
eventually become rifts and melt channels (Still et al., 2018). Our results also show that
roughness is increased relative to its mean over pinning points and other structural fea-
tures, with very different roughness associated with these features between ice shelves
(Figure 2 and Figure S1). This, combined with the correlation between roughness and
basal melt, suggests basal melt might excavate localized topography, thereby enhancing
roughness generated by pinning points and other features. Alternatively, refreezing in
colder ocean environments, might fill topographic features, smoothing out the surface.
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This is similar to the mechanism proposed by (Bassis & Ma, 2015) where increased ocean-
forcing excavates crevasses resulting in deeper and wider features, which is the inverse
of processes on ice shelves over colder water where observations show marine ice filling
suture zones between ice streams (Holland et al., 2009; Luckman et al., 2012). This hy-
pothesis, however, contrasts with high-resolution, two-dimensional models of ice-ocean
interaction within crevasses (Jordan et al., 2014). These models show that the pressure-
dependence of the basal melt rate results in lower melt rates or refreezing within crevasses,
implying that the ocean will smooth out features. More work is needed to disentangle
the mechanisms responsible for the amplification of topography on the 1 m to 100 m
scale, including (numerically expensive) three-dimensional models of circulation capable of
resolving meter scale features.

Our results also indicate that roughness is strongly correlated with average basal
melt rates beneath ice shelves. It is possible that the larger basal melt rates we observe
are a direct consequence of the larger roughness. For example, the amount of energy
transferred to the ice-ocean interface is often assumed to depend on roughness, albeit on
millimeter-to-centimeter scales (Jenkins et al., 2010). Although the roughness-scale in
turbulent energy transfer is much smaller than the scales we consider (and resolve), we
also compared point estimates of roughness to basal melt rates (Adusumilli et al., 2020)
for Pine Island, and found little correlation between basal melt rates across individual ice
shelves and regions where the roughness across individual ice shelves is large (Figure S4).
This implies that that the interplay between basal melt and roughness is the result of feed-
backs that span large sections of ice shelves , rather than a purely localized response to
increased basal melt. This hints that the increased roughness is at least partly caused by a
change in the stress regime associated with increased basal. For example, increased basal
melt may reduce contact with pinning points and lateral margins, resulting in decreased
buttressing that promotes crevassing. At the same time, basal melt channels seed crevasses
(Vaughan et al., 2012; Favier et al., 2014) and crevasses may become excavated over time
to become larger features such as melt channels.

Although we are unable to resolve anisotropy or directionality of roughness, in-
creased basal melt appears to be associated with increased roughness across all scales.
Instead of finding a strong spectral signature associated with different features, rough
ice shelves are rough across a large range of wavelengths. This is broadly consistent with
our hypothesis that increased basal melt alters the stress regime of the shelf, but does
challenge our classification of features into ’‘basal melt channels” and “crevasses”.

Our observations hint at complex interactions between the ice and ocean over a sig-
nificant range of scales and features. Critically, however, roughness in ice shelves appears
to be not only diagnostic of large basal melt rates, but correlates with ice shelves that
are experiencing significant changes, including unpinning and grounding line migration
(Favier et al., 2014; Milillo et al., 2019). This suggests that increased roughness may be an
easily measurable proxy for ice shelf stability. Moreover, increasing roughness associated
with fracture and failure of ice might point towards future vulnerabilities to ice shelves to
collapse through increased fracture and failure. Given that current ice shelf models predict
much smoother topography than our observations indicate, we need to better understand
the source and evolution of the topographic signature of roughness to better understand
these links.

5 Conclusions

We find that roughness varies significantly within and between ice shelves. Pinning
points, crevasses, melt channels, and rifts all increase roughness of ice shelves. Addition-
ally, we find that the average roughness of ice shelves has a strong correlation with basal
melt, with Amundsen Sea ice shelves that have experienced stark increases in ocean forc-
ing, exhibiting the highest roughness. Moreover, we also find that the average roughness
spectra of ice shelves approximately follow a power law distribution with larger wavelength
features having higher magnitude roughness, and smaller wavelength features having lower
magnitude roughness. These results suggests that ocean-forcing is playing a dominant role
in the evolution of roughness within and between ice shelves. The reason for this strong
connection is less clear, but it hints that we will see continued transitions to rougher ice
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shelves as more ice shelves are subjected to increased basal melt rates. Crucially, the
roughest ice shelves in our study have all experienced grounding line retreat and decreased
buttressing, hinting at a direct connection between ocean forcing and the mechanical
stability of ice shelves.
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